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Abstract Challenges and ideas of using large compact groups of Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) for realization of antenna-like sensing devices with flexible shape,
which may be adaptively changed based on the currently sensed properties of the
scanned medium is presented in this paper. This approach enables to use very simple, light-weight and cheap sensors carried onboard of UAVs and cooperatively deploy them to maximise overall sensitivity of the compound sensory array and to
optimise the overall gained information. Possibility to precisely adapt relative positions of MAVs in the swarm based on currently measured sensory values brings high
flexibility and better performance in numerous applications that have to be solved
by large and heavy detectors nowadays.

1 Introduction
As examples of applications of such distributed sensor arrays let us discuss electromagnetic field (EMF) measurement and radiation mapping, which may result in
localization of sources of radiation and EMF transmitters, for motivation in this
paper. For the task of radiation mapping and sources of radiation detection, huge
radiation detection sensors (often carried by a truck) have to be used to measure
the intensity of radiation and also to detect direction of the emitted radiation particles nowadays. Besides the great weight and limited operability, the shape of these
conventional sensors cannot be optimally adjusted to the actual situation mainly
due to the large device dimensions. In the second application, large antennas need
to be deployed to achieve required sensitivity of EMF field mapping and sources
of transmission localization, where the size and shape of the antenna have to be
optimized prior the mission with limited possibility of their alternation during its
deployment. Using MAVs with available light-weight sensors in a distributed mode
overcomes these drawbacks and enables to solve the mentioned tasks in an optimal
way. Moreover, it enables new perspectives and approaches of analysing properties of the EMF and radiation fields, such as interference of multiple fields from
multiple sources, attenuation in different environments, and reflections, in realworld scenarios, while now this research is limited to laboratory conditions. From
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the multi-MAV research perspective, this is a challenging example of using large
groups of self-stabilized MAVs, whose shape is directly determined by the measured properties of the surrounding environment. It is one of the few examples,
where the deployment of multi-MAV team is really necessary and which cannot
be solved by a single platform only, as it is the case of most of the multi robot
systems motivated only by reduction of overall time of the mission. The proposed
approach differs from the available distributed sensor systems that enable to obtain
sensory information in multiple locations. It goes beyond these systems by considering all measuring devices as a single distributed sensor in a similar way as
static sensory arrays used for RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) localisation.
See https://comtel.fel.cvut.cz/en/projects/rfid-locator for an example of such static
array (a test of a similar technology, where each MAV of the group carries one of
the small antennas of the sensor, is shown in section 3).

2 Challenges and research opportunities
The most important ability of the system of multiple MAVs deployed in these scenarios is precise position control and localization of group members. Mainly a precise information on mutual positions of the MAVs is crucial for correct fusion of
information gathered by multiple distributed sensors onboard of helicopters. For
outdoor deployment, precision and reliability of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite
System) is insufficient in most of these applications. In some special cases, Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) may be applied for MAV localization with
1-2 centimetres precision, which provides an important tool mainly for initial testing
of basic principles. Nevertheless, to provide applicability also in GPS denied environment, i.e. in indoor applications, in workspace with high density of obstacles,
in urban environment with tall buildings, and independently to external localization
systems (such as motion capture systems or the DGPS) that have to be install prior
the mission, an onboard relative localization needs to be applied to provide precise
mutual position of distributed sensors. To be able to reach the high precision (in
order of centimetres) and reliability in environments with obstacles (possible occlusions and interruption of direct visibility between MAVs), a cooperative approach
fusing information from multiple sensors needs to be employed.
As mentioned, one of the main advantages of the distributed sensory array is
the possibility to change the shape of the group in order to maximize the gained
information. To be able to realize the desired shape based on currently gathered
sensory information, the system needs to be capable of real-time onboard processing
of scanned data, optimization of the shape of the group (desired relative positions
of MAVs), and also precise MAV control to be able to reach these positions. To
obtained meaningful measurements and to surpass actual approaches using large and
heavy sensors (e.g. the big antennas and radiation detectors), the position controller
of individual MAVs must be able to keep the desired state with position error in
units of centimetres.
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Moreover, the shape optimization as well as the process of re-shaping based on
currently gathered data by all team members have to be realized in a cooperative
way. This makes additional requirements on communication, which needs to be realized with minimal possible latency, on coordination, which is challenging mainly
in case of large compact groups, and on synchronisation. The precise synchronisation of multiple distributed sensors is crucial for example for detection of single
events of radiation decay and for time-of-flight and time difference of arrival measuring systems employed for transmitters localization. Another interesting challenge
is to identify constraints of the mutual localization with respect to obstacles present
in environment, and to integrate them into the high level motion control and shape
optimization.
In addition to these special requirements of swarm robotics, numerous additional
tools have to be integrated into the system to be able to solve given tasks in the full
complexity. Although high precision of global localization of the group in the environment is not so critical in these multi-robot applications and standard available
robotic solutions can be applied (see e.g. the summary in [2] with sufficient results,
an interesting problem is fusing of information on global position obtained by different robots of the group with different precision and reliability. Let us consider
a compact group of multiple MAVs equipped with GNSS flying in forest or in an
urban environment, where GNSS signal is available only in some locations (forest
glades, city parks far from tall buildings, etc.) and with different precision (number of connected satellites differs). Therefore, the information on global position
is available only for few MAVs at the moment and often a temporary drop out of
global localization for all MAVs may happen. The main challenge is to distribute
the information on the global localization in the group applying the results of the
mutual relative localization and overcoming the temporary drop outs using a dead
reckoning by onboard sensors (such as IMU and optical flow from cameras) and
known MAV model and control inputs.

3 Preliminary results
Being motivated by the proposed idea of using multiple self-localised and selfstabilized MAVs of variable relative positions (flexible shape of the group) as a
single distributed sensor in a workspace with high density of obstacles (e.g. urban
environment and forest), we have designed an onboard vision-based relative localization method [3, 4], which was used for control of MAV formations in numerous
applications, such as cooperative surveillance [7, 14], cooperative transport of large
payload (https://youtu.be/nVWqOCK6x24), formation flying [10, 6, 17, 9, 11, 15],
bio-inspired swarming [13, 12, 5] (https://youtu.be/hqHW6jYTBEY), etc.
The precise position control of particular MAVs has been achieved using a unique
onboard model predictive control (MPC) with possibility to compensate external
forces (e.g. applied by wind) and change of the MAV model [1]. The reliability
and precision of the controller have been verified in numerous multi-MAV experi-
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ments [16, 7, 8] and mainly in the international competition MBZIRC in Abu Dhabi
http://mbzirc.com/. The multi-MAV task of the competition was to cooperatively locate and grasp a set of cylindrical object of 30cm diameter by a magnetic gripper. In
the competition, the MPC based controller achieved the best performance (precision
and reliability) among all finalists selected in four qualification rounds out of 150
applicants from worldwide robotic laboratories http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/mbzirc. Our
system was able to fully autonomously grasp objects in strong wind conditions of
the arena located in between of ocean and desert. To be able to grasp the objects, the
required precision was less than 10cm in horizontal direction and less than 4cm in
vertical direction (see Fig. 1 and video https://youtu.be/ogmQSjkqqp0 for examples
of successful grasping manoeuvres). In addition, the MPC controller achieved good
performance in high speeds, which is important for the fast transition between different desired shapes of the group and for measuring a dynamic phenomena, such
as moving transmitters and sources of radiation, forest fires, etc. In the task of autonomous landing on a moving car, only our system was able to land three times
during the final rounds on a car going 15 kilometres per hour and it achieved the
fastest time from all participants. The technical description of the MPC controller
and the overall system has to be omitted due to page constraints of this paper and
see [1] for these details.
The synchronisation, communication, ability of transition between different desired shapes, and onboard sensor data processing and analysing were tested in real
scenarios of multiple RFID transmitters detection (including moving transmitters)
and localization of a source of radiation, in which the previously mentioned tools
have been also integrated. The concept of distributed measurement of the EMF field
by multiple MAVs was tested using omnidirectional and directive onboard antennas.
It was shown that the ability of measurement of Received Signal Strength Indication
(RSSI) in multiple locations simultaneously is crucial mainly in case of a variable
EMF field (e.g. in case of the moving transmitters), where the approach with a single
antenna achieved significantly lower performance and often cannot be used. Even
more promising was the tests of Angle of Arrival (AOA), Time of Arrival (TOA),
Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA), and Adaptive Power Multilateration (APM)
approaches. Using a single antenna, the measurement in these principles is negatively influenced by the phase composition (especially additions and subtractions)
of electromagnetic waves, multiplexed deflects and other interferences, which are
time and point of observation dependent. It was experimentally shown (see Fig. 3
for examples of snapshots of the experiments) that the dynamic space arrangement
of the location of multiple measurement (receiving) stations eliminates this effect
and significantly increases precision of RFID localisation in comparison with systems using static radar arrays.
The tested approach of the radiation source localization relies on the ability to
determine a direction of incoming particles by Timepix sensors in different positions at the same time (see Fig. 2 and links https://youtu.be/aZLEAHczIBw and
https://youtu.be/6GEYo5El-zQ for examples of simulations and experiments with
simulated sensors and a source of radiation). The possibility of measuring particles
emitted in one event of radiation decay in different positions enables to localize the
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source of radiation with better precision in comparison with large compact detectors
and even estimate the type of radioactive material. In addition, the precisely synchronised distributed measurement enables to localise position of multiple sources
of radiation using the TOA technique.

Fig. 1 Examples of the MAV deployment showing precision and reliability of controllers
(the cooperative grasping and landing on moving car tasks during the MBZIRC competition
http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/mbzirc) and relative localization (the cooperative carrying of large objects).

Fig. 2 An example of autonomous source of radiation detection and radiation mapping by a composed radiation sensor consisting of multiple simulated Timepix sensors carried by MAVs. The
pictures on the left side shows the Timepix sensor and a snapshot from Gazebo simulator, where
we have implemented a model of the Timepix sensor and sources of radiation to be able to verify
the proposed principles with large teams of robots.

4 Conclusion and a note for the reviewers
The motivation of this paper is to introduce the complex problem of realization
of antenna-like sensing devices (sensor arrays) with a flexible shape using large
compact groups of Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) and to highlight challenges and
research opportunities in this problem. We briefly summarised our achievements
in this research stream to clarify particular tasks that have to be investigated and
to demonstrate their difficulties. Although, we have touched most of the addressed
challenges that are crucial for demonstrating the basic functionalities of the com-
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Fig. 3 Snapshots from experiments with a formation of MAVs carrying directive (left) and rotating
omnidirectional (middle) onboard antennas. Picture on the right side demonstrates influence of the
localization error on the shape and position of the formation.

posed distributed sensor, most of the research problems remain opened, mainly to
achieve sufficient reliability and applicability in various indoor and outdoor environments. We hope that this paper could attract robotic community to solve the
particular problems and to speed up research in this challenging task.
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